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Being Nikki was written by author of the Princess Diaries series Meg Cabot, and is the second
book in the Airhead series. This book is followed by Runaway. Plot summary. Em Watts,
while on a model shoot in St. John's for a Stark. The New York Times best-selling creator of
the Princess Diaries, Meg Cabot combines humor, romance, and teenage angst in her
provocative Airhead series. After a freak accident puts Emerson Watts' brainiac mind in the
body of supermodel Nikki Howard, it seems things can't get any worse. Then Nikki's mother
mysteriously disAappears and her brother shows up looking for bongodogdesigns.coms: The
book being Nikki by Meg Cabot was awesome, it was the sequel to airhead. It was an
awesome book, but since it was the sequel my summary will be twice as long because I have
to explain what happened in the beginning/5(1K). Jul 10, · By now readers of the first book
will be used to the idea of brain transplants, so that fantastical portion of the book doesn't take
away from the intrigue and mystery of Stark Enterprises. The novel is funny, the language
realistic, and there is an intriguing mystery mixed in with the fluffy teen model and crush story
lines.3/5. Rated 5 out of 5 by Reema_¦ from Being Nikki Is Being An Amazing Book! In The
first book Airhead, Emerson goes through the brain transplant from tomboy, to super model.
In Being Nikki she is now in the body of one of Hollywoods most beautiful, famous models
that teenage girls adore.
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